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ABSTRACT
Quality control in crowdsourcing systems is crucial. It is
typically done after data collection, often using additional
crowdsourced tasks to assess and improve the quality. These
post-hoc methods can easily add cost and latency to the
acquisition process—particularly if collecting high-quality
data is important. In this paper, we argue for pre-hoc in-
terface optimizations based on feedback that helps workers
improve data quality before it is submitted and is well suited
to complement post-hoc techniques. We propose the Precog
system that explicitly supports such interface optimizations
for common integrity constraints as well as more ambiguous
text acquisition tasks where quality is ill-defined. We then
develop the Segment-Predict-Explain pattern for detecting
low-quality text segments and generating prescriptive expla-
nations to help the worker improve their text input. Our
unique combination of segmentation and prescriptive explana-
tion are necessary for Precog to collect 2× more high-quality
text data than non-Precog approaches on two real domains.
1. INTRODUCTION
A dominant use case for crowdsourcing is to collect data—
labels, opinions, text extraction, ratings—from large groups
of workers. Although crowdsourcing is used to collect labels
and simple data for machine learning applications, many
popular online communities such as Amazon, AirBnB, Quora,
Reddit, and others also rely on collecting and presenting high
quality, open-ended content that is crowdsourced from their
users. For example, Amazon crowdsources product reviews
by asking customers to rate products and write reviews for
them; rental services (e.g., AirbnB) relies on rental hosts to
describe their rental properties in quantitative (e.g., number
of bed rooms, wireless) as well as qualitative terms (e.g.,
textual description).
Quality control for crowdsourcing has been extensively
studied [54] and can be modeled in two phases. Pre-hoc
methods improve quality before the data is acquired (submit-
ted); Post-hoc methods improve quality after data acquisition
(i.e., after submission). Most studies focus on post-hoc qual-
ity control, often using additional crowdsourced tasks to
assess and improve the quality. For example, task replica-
tion [43,80] assigns the same task to multiple workers and
aggregates them into a single result; multi-stage workflow de-
sign [6, 48] uses additional crowd tasks to (iteratively) refine
previously submitted tasks; in text acquisition, filtering/rank-
ing [1,37,67,82,84,86,90,95] uses crowd tasks to assess each
document’s quality and either rank them by quality or filter
out low-quality documents.
Figure 1: Text acquisition with post-hoc quality control.
Figure 2: Text acquisition with pre-hoc (beige background)
and post-hoc quality control.
In this paper, we argue for pre-hoc quality control systems.
Pre-hoc quality control occurs before data acquisition and
naturally complements many existing post-hoc techniques to
further improve the final data quality. Figure 1 illustrates
a typical text acquisition workflow: the crowd generates
text documents, more tasks are used to estimate the text
quality, low-quality documents are removed, and this may
ultimately trigger the need to collect more data. Companies
(e.g., Amazon, Zappos) use this post-hoc technique by asking
users to assess whether a product review is “helpful” or
“not helpful”, and ranks and displays reviews based on this
measure.
Figure 2 augments this workflow with pre-hoc quality
control. The only change is the beige component, which
augments the data collection interface (task interface) to
estimate the quality of the user’s (in this case) text, and
automatically provide feedback if the predicted quality is
low. Since good feedback can help the worker improve the
text, it naturally improves the quality of the acquired data,
and can reduce data acquisition costs. Furthermore, in some
settings where collecting more data is not an option (e.g.,
less popular products may not have enough users that are
willing to, or equipped to, write reviews), it will be more
important to apply pre-hoc quality control.
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In fact, instances of pre-hoc quality control are already
commonly used in practice, both in the survey design litera-
ture [36] and as form design throughout the Internet. The
basic idea is to push data-quality constraints down to the
data collection interface rather than validate them after data
acquisition. For quantitative attributes, a common data-
quality constraint is to ensure values are not out of bounds
(e.g., human age should be above 0). This can be achieved
by dynamically identifying these constraint violations and
providing feedback to the user. Similarly, auto-complete may
be used to provide feedback about existing categories in order
to avoid duplicates when collecting categorical text [28,71]
(e.g., ice cream flavors, presidents). By tackling low-quality
data pre-acquisition, it can reduce or eliminate the need for
post-hoc quality control.
Although it’s possible to automatically perform pre-hoc
quality control for simple constraints over simple data types,
it is still unclear how this can be achieved for more com-
plex data integrity constraints and data types. For instance,
multi-paragraph text attributes such as product reviews,
forum comments, or rental descriptions are particularly chal-
lenging for several reasons. First, the quality measure is
continuous (there is no “perfect document”) and thus hard to
identify a “violation”. Second, it is ill-defined and application-
dependent, thus difficult to specify as a constraint. Third, it’s
unclear how to automatically generate the appropriate feed-
back text to show the user. Existing approaches (surveyed in
Related Work) focus on syntactic errors such as grammatical
mistakes, which cannot help improve the text content, or
overly simple models for picking feedback text [50].
To this end, we present Precog1, a crowdsourced data ac-
quisition system that supports pre-hoc quality control for
both simple data types and multi-paragraph text attributes.
It does so by generating feedback or interface changes to help
workers improve their data pre-submission. It can be inte-
grated seamlessly into existing crowdsourcing applications
or systems with post-hoc quality control, helping them to
further improve quality.
By default, Precog provides optimizations for constraints
over numerical and categorical data types, and can be ex-
tended with custom optimizations. Our technical contri-
bution is a pre-hoc feedback system for multi-paragraph
text. As illustrated in Figure 3, we employ a novel Segment-
Predict-Explain pattern to generate customized feedback on
an individual segment (rather than document) level. Precog
takes long form text from a crowd worker, decomposes it into
coherent portions (segments) based on their topics, predicts
the quality of each segment, and automatically generates
immediate feedback to explain how these segments can be
improved.
The core challenges are to (1) identify a proxy for text
quality that is consistent with the downstream application’s
needs, and (2) to generate effective feedback text. We ad-
dress the former challenge using a data-driven approach that
learns a quality measure from data that has already been
acquired. For instance, Amazon already has a corpus of high
and low-quality reviews, and similarly for other applications.
To build high-quality models, we survey and categorize fea-
tures from the writing analysis literature into 5 categories
1Similar to precogs in Minority Report [22], who identify
and help “resolve” low-quality human action in the future,
Precog identifies and helps resolve low-quality data before it
is submitted in the future.



1. user input 2. segment by 
topic
3. estimate 
quality
4. targeted 
feedback
Figure 3: The Segment-Predict-Explain pattern: Precog splits
user input into coherent segments; estimates the quality of
each segment and the text as a whole; and generates and
shows suggested improvements to the user.
(e.g., readability, informativeness, etc), and implement a rep-
resentative and extensible library of 47 text quality features.
By default we use this library for learning quality measures
from a corpus.
The feedback literature suggests that precise, local feed-
back is effective [68]. Thus, we decompose the text into
segments, and for each low-quality segment predicted by the
model, we generate segment-specific feedback. One approach
is to simply highlight the low-quality segment and provide
generic/static feedback. Our experiments and prior work [52]
show that this is less effective than a more customized ap-
proach. An alternative is to use existing model explanation
algorithms [76] to describe the prediction. However, it leaves
it up to the user to infer specific improvements to make.
In contrast, we generate prescriptive, actionable explana-
tions that, if followed, are expected to improve the text. We
define this as the Prescriptive Explanation problem, and
find that the search space of solutions for the problem is
exponential in the number of model features. Our efficient
solution called TCruise leverages the structure of random
forest models to generate explanations in interactive time.
In addition to evaluating Precog for hard constraints
and simple data types, we evaluate Precog’s text feedback
through extensive MTurk experiments on two real appli-
cation domains—product reviews and rental host profiles.
Precog is easily extended to new domains, and increases the
number of high-quality documents by ≥ 2× compared to
not using pre-hoc techniques. We further show that Precog’s
unique approach to combining prescriptive explanations and
segment-level feedback improves text quality by 14.3%, and
over 3× better than a state-of-the-art feedback system [50].
To summarize our contributions:
• We present the argument for pre-hoc quality control and
present its unique advantages as well as the challenges for
multi-paragraph text.
• The design and implementation of Precog, which supports
pre-hoc quality control for constraints over simple data
types and quality measures over text and open-ended
attributes.
• A data-driven approach to estimate quality for text at-
tributes, including a categorization and implementation of
47 text quality features from a survey of the literature.
• We define the Prescriptive Explanation Problem to provide
actionable feedback for text acquisition. The problem
is exponential and we present an efficient solution that
leverages the structure of random forest models to generate
high-quality feedback in interactive time.
• Extensive MTurk experiments on two real-world domains
with different quality measures: helpfulness for Amazon
product reviews and trustworthiness for AirBnB hous-
ing profiles. Precog, which is complementary to post-hoc
quality control techniques, collects ≥ 2× high-quality doc-
uments for the same budget as no feedback, and improves
text quality by 14.3% on average.
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2. Precog: A PRECOG SYSTEM
As described in the introduction, Precog seeks to optimize
the data collection interface in order to improve the quality
of the collected data and ensure data quality constraints.
In this section, we first describe how users express Precog
quality control for common data integrity constraints, as well
as quality scores on a crowd-sourced table. Quality scores
are intended for attribute values for which the definition
of quality defined as a continuous measure to be improved,
rather than a boolean constraint, and provides the framework
for which we implement a model-based feedback system for
performing Precog on text attributes (Section 3).
2.1 Pushing Data Constraints to the Interface
Precog extends existing crowdsourced databases that con-
tain crowdsourced and non-crowdsourced base relations; a
crowdsourced table [28] represents a subset of all possible
records that may be stored in the table and the task is to
acquire records to insert into the table. Precog uses existing
techniques to generate forms for crowd workers to fill out,
and the form contents are inserted as new records into the
corresponding crowd table. For instance, Amazon product
reviews and users may be modeled using the following crowd-
based DDL statements. The first states that user information
is collected from the crowd (of Amazon users) and that the
username must be unique. The second states that a review
is written for a given product in the products table, and
contains a numerical rating as well as the text of the review.
For the sake of exposition, product_id is the textual name of
the product. The final FEATURE table review_feats is used
in the later sections to represent the features extracted from
the value of the primary key (review). For instance, len
FEATURE len_extracton defines the feature returned by the
user-defined function len_extracton.
CREATE CROWD TABLE users (
id autoincrement primary key,
username text UNIQUE,
age int CHECK age > 0 AND age < 100,
CHECK(username matches \w+)
);
CREATE CROWD TABLE reviews(
id autoincrement primary key,
product_id text,
rating int CHECK rating > 0 AND rating <= 5,
review text,
QUALITY SCORE qualreview qual_udf(review),
FOREIGN KEY product_id REF products(id)
);
CREATE FEATURE TABLE review_feats(
review text primary key references reviews.review,
topics FEATURE topic_extractor,
len FEATURE len_extracton,
...
);
In addition to boolean constraints such as domain, foreign
key, and uniqueness constraints, Precog also supports quality
scores. In contrast to typical integrity constraints, which will
reject an inserted record that violates the constraint, Precog
seeks to maximize its value. For instance, qualreview seeks
to maximize the quality score as defined by qual_udf. This
provides the functionality for our automatic pre-hoc quality
control system for free-form text attributes.
The rest of this subsection describes the DDL statements
that users can use to specify feedback and interfaces for
Precog quality control. These statements complement ex-
isting task interface specifications that prior crowdsourcing
systems [28, 59, 71] use for task generation by providing a
way to augment them for data integrity constraints.
Figure 4: Examples of three levels of Precog quality control
for four classes of data integrity constraints.
Overview: In contrast to naive form validation, which sim-
ply rejects user inputs with an error message, Precog seeks to
accommodate iterative improvements through feedback inter-
faces. Figure 4 summarizes Precog into three levels based on
the amount of customization needed by the developer. The
default simply renders feedback generated from database con-
straint violations on tuple insertion (left column). Developers
commonly implement explanation functions to generate more
user-friendly feedback (middle column). Finally, the most
sophisticated may change the input element itself in order
to constrain or fully customize the feedback (right column).
Below, we describe how developers can express the three
levels of Precog quality control for domain, foreign-key,
uniqueness, and quality score constraints in Figure 4.
Generic Feedback: Precog automatically generates feed-
back based on the error message that the underlying database
generates when the INSERT violates a constraint. The left
column shows the feedback interface generated by default.
Although they are interpretable for simple constraints such
as domain violations, the language for the uniqueness viola-
tion requires database familiarity and may not be accessible
to non-technical experts. Since the quality score is not a
boolean constraint, feedback is simply not generated for it2.
As constraints become more complex, there is a need for
customized messages.
Customized Feedback: Precog provides a DDL for devel-
opers to customize feedback. A developer first defines an
explanation function that takes as input the list of attribute
names and values for which the constraint is defined for (in
order to support multi-attribute constraints) and the error
message, and returns a string that is shown as feedback. In
these examples, we simply define a python function. The de-
veloper then binds an explanation fuction to the appropriate
constraint.
def exp_func(att1, val1, ..., attn, valn, err=None):
return "custom error message"
CREATE EXPLANATION <func> ON <table>(<att1>,..<attn>)
FOR <CONSTRAINT NAME> USING <explanation function>;
Below is the specification to customize the feedback for a
numeric domain constraint3. Note that the same explanation
2Note that the developer may express a CHECK constraint and the
database can generate an (indecipherable) error message.
3Note that databases automatically generate names for almost all
integrity constraints. Some constraints, such as domain constraints,
are registered as syntax errors. For these, Precog generates default
names of the form <table>_<attribute>_<type>.
3
function is used for domain constraints on reviews.rating
and users.age.
def numeric_exp(att, val, err):
return "%s: ‘%s’ should be a number" % (att, val)
CREATE EXPLANATION ON reviews(rating)
FOR reviews_rating_domain USING numeric_exp;
CREATE EXPLANATION ON users(age)
FOR users_age_domain USING numeric_exp;
Similar functions can easily be written for the foreign-key
and uniqueness constraints in Figure 4:
def product_exp(att, val, err):
return "%s is not a product" % val
def unique_exp(att, val, err):
return "%s has been taken" % val
For text attributes, the explanation function is slightly
different, which is defined on a FEATURE table. An example
will be shown in Section 5.2.
Although these user defined functions are powerful enough
to support arbitrary analysis of an attribute value, such an
approach is difficult to compose and extend, and the feedback
is still limited to the entire attribute value. In many cases,
such as text attributes, it is desirable to provide feedback
for specific segments of the text value. For this, we next
introduce DDL statements to specify custom interfaces.
Custom Interface: Fully customizing the interface com-
ponent is useful in order to directly prevent users from sub-
mitting invalid attribute values. For instance, we might
replace the rating domain constraint with five stars similar
to Yelp and other social websites. However, we may use a
slider if for larger cardinalities. We assume that the inter-
face is a javascript function (say, as an AngularJS [19] or
ReactJS [26] component); the constructor takes as input a
Precog-provided getFeedbackmethod that retrieves feedback
from the Precog server. Developers can bind the interface
to an attribute using a CREATE INTERFACE statement. For
example, the following specify the star interface for rating
and the autocomplete interface for product:
CREATE INTERFACE ON reviews(rating)
USING "stars" FROM "interfaces.js"
AND explanation_function;
CREATE INTERFACE ON reviews(product_id)
USING "autocomplete" FROM "interfaces.js"
AND explanation_function;
It addition, custom interfaces can be used to provide feed-
back that goes beyond textual feedback (e.g., visualizing dis-
tributions of common numerical values), or that is at a finer
granularity than for the entire attribute. For instance, the
bottom row of Figure 4 illustrates fine-grained feedback in the
form of both highlighted text and text feedback for individ-
ual segments that the user has written for reviews.review.
Section 3 describes the Segment-Predict-Explain pattern that
helps developers easily customize interface for text attributes.
3. SEGMENT-PREDICT-EXPLAIN
The challenge with directly developing Precog quality
control for text is that the quality score and explanation
function is difficult to express as a concrete function, and they
must be customized for the application domain. To address
this issue, we present a Segment-Predict-Explain pattern that
reduces the developer’s efforts by allowing them to express
the quality score in terms of model features by defining
a FEATURE table, and to define explanation functions over
features of the text attribute. Our design is informed by the
writing analysis and feedback literature, which emphasizes
the value of providing immediate feedback [51], as well as fine-
grained feedback for specific portions of the text [17,78,83],
as is common in coding environments.
Existing feedback approaches are not directly applicable
for Precog. Crowd-based feedback is effective, but can take
20 minutes to generate feedback [52] and are essentially post-
hoc because they create new crowd tasks to refine previously
submitted ones. Automated approaches such as auto-graders
primarily focus on predicting quality rather than generat-
ing feedback [4, 25, 58, 89]; others are limited to syntactic
analysis [27, 35, 63], or generate overly simple writing feed-
back [7, 10, 49]. In the rest of this paper, we use the term
document to refer to the value of the acquired text attribute.
Segment-Predict-Explain: Based on these observations,
Precog automatically identifies low-quality portions of a doc-
ument, and generates feedback to help improve the identified
issues. In order to generate targeted feedback, Precog auto-
matically identifies topically coherent portions and segments
the document in order to analyze each segment individually.
For this, we use TopicTiling [77], a sliding window-based
segmentation algorithm that computes the dominant topics
within the window using LDA [8]. When the topic within
the window changes significantly, then TopicTiling creates a
new segment. Precog is agnostic to the specific segmentation
algorithm, and developers can use their own.
Rather than define a concrete quality measure, Precog
automatically learns the quality measure from a training
corpus that contains documents along with their quality
labels (for the entire document, not each segment). We
learn this quality measure by training a random forest model
that predicts the quality of individual text segments. We
believe our assumption about the availability of a training
corpus is reasonable in data acquisition settings, because
such quality labels are already gathered in order to rank
documents (e.g., Amazon helpful/unhelpful reviews, Reddit
comment up/down votes). We describe this in Section 4.
Finally, Precog explains why segments were predicted as
low quality by selecting the feedback that is most relevant
to changing the segment into a high quality prediction. To
do so, we develop a novel perturbation-based analysis to
identify the combination of features that, when changed, will
most likely reclassify the text as high quality. We then map
these feature combinations to explanation functions that are
executed to generate the final set of feedback text (Section 5).
User-facing Interface: The custom interface column for
the quality score in Figure 4 depicts the Precog interface in
action. The user writes a product review in the textbox; the
content is sent to the Precog backend via getFeedback().
The backend splits the review into coherent segments, identi-
fies the low-quality segments, and generates document-level
feedback. The document-level feedback is shown to the user,
and the low-quality segments are highlighted as light red
in the interface. Finally, when the user hovers over a high-
lighted segment, more targeted feedback helps explain why it
was identified as low quality and how it could be improved.
Architecture: Figure 5 depicts the system architecture.
For hard constraints (Purple), user inputs are sent to the
4
Figure 5: Precog architecture. Purple arrows show the
feedback process for hard constraints. The Segment-Predict-
Explain component has a beige background: Blue arrows
depict the offline training and storage process and Green
arrows depict the online execution flow when a user submits.
database, which checks that the input satisfies the integrity
constraints. On violations, the feedback generator creates
custom feedback (if specified in a DDL statement) and the
default or customized interface displays the feedback.
The Segment-Predict-Explain component consists of offline
and online components. The offline components (blue ar-
rows) take as input a corpus of training data in the form of
user generated text documents and their labels—for instance,
Amazon product reviews may be labeled by the ratio of “help-
ful” and “unhelpful” votes. The Segmenter first splits each
document into segments. The Model Generator then trains
two classification models to predict the quality of a user’s
overall text submission as well as its constituent segments;
these are cached in the Model Store.
The online components (green arrows) send the contents
of a text input widget, along with an optional corpus name,
to the webserver. Precog uses the models in the Model Store
to identify whether the entire document and/or segments
generated by the Segmenter are low quality. The Feedback
Generator then constructs feedback explanations for the low
quality text, which are returned and displayed in the widget.
4. PREDICT
Precog takes as input a training corpus of documents
and document-level quality labels, and trains two models—
document-level and segment-level prediction models—in or-
der to provide document-level and fine-grained segment-level
feedback. Both are important because they address different
text quality factors. The document level feedback provides a
global quality assessment. For instance, consider a document
that contains a single segment—the segment may be high
quality but the overall document is too short and is missing
text for other topics. In contrast, segment level feedback is
needed in order to provide specific, actionable suggestions
that may not be evident at the document level.
Clearly, document quality assessment is a well-studied area.
In this section, we describe our approach towards in-depth
semantic feedback. We first describe our extensible feature
library that consolidates text features across literature in so-
cial media text analysis, essay grading, language psychology,
and data mining research communities. As compared to other
features libraries such as LIWC, Precog’s main advantage is
a high-concentration of data-driven features (topic modeling,
jargon usage, text similarity measures) that are trained to
fit each developer’s unique corpus. Further, developers can
easily extend the library with custom features.
Based on this library, we develop document-level and
segment-level prediction models. The key challenge is that
training data only contains quality labels for entire docu-
ments (e.g., helpfulness for the full review), and it is unclear
how to leverage them for training a segment-level model. We
describe our experiments that show that it is possible to use
these labels as a proxy for individual segments.
4.1 Feature Library for Text Quality
Existing automated writing feedback tools primarily focus
on syntactic, simple errors [27, 35, 63]. However, recent
study shows the promise of translating semantic features to
textual feedback [50]. Our goal is to provide the foundation
for such content-specific semantic feedback by surveying and
categorizing features from the writing analysis literature.
To this end, we performed a survey of literature spanning
of social media text analysis [32, 55, 57, 82, 85], essay grad-
ing [4,25,58,89], deception detection [23,60], and information
retrieval [64, 84]. Our contribution is to curate the subset of
these features that can be generalized across text domains
to improve writing quality, categorize them (Table 1), and
integrate them into an open source feature library4. This
groundwork reduces the task of applying Precog to new do-
mains. The primary features that we do not include are
those that rely on application metadata such as the worker’s
history or location, which may be predictive of quality but
not related to the writing content, and cannot be mapped
to actionable writing feedback.
We identify five main categories across the existing litera-
ture (Table 1). The first category, Informativeness, highlights
trends across existing literature that show that both general
length measures [4, 50,55,57,82] as well as domain-specific
jargon are highly predictive of quality [55, 57, 60]. We im-
plement a variety of length measures, and use the Apriori
algorithm [75] to mine jargon based on the training data
inputted into Precog, and identify its distribution across the
sentences of an input document. Moreover, there have been
many successful attempts to use topic distributions to predict
quality [55,57,57]. While such approaches are often super-
vised in nature, requiring a manual topic ontology [57, 62],
we use LDA [8] because it is unsupervised and can be quickly
trained on any corpus without any cost to the developer.
Furthermore, while most approaches simply use the distribu-
tion of topics as a feature [57,62], Precog computes several
summary statistics (entropy, topic ID and probability of
top-K topics, ranked by probability) not used in prior work
that prove highly predictive in our experiments. Subjectivity
assesses user bias using a variety of features ranging from
sentiment analysis [32,34,56] to pronoun usage [73]. Read-
ability/Grammar is an aggregate of syntactic features shown
predictive across multiple domains [23, 50, 60, 82]. Finally,
the Similarity category reflects how many quality prediction
approaches compare the input document to a gold-standard
of text [47, 50]. We compute a variety of similarity measures
between the input document and a sample of high and low
quality documents–using both the simple TF-IDF measure
used in prior work [47] as well as occurrences of popular
parts of speech appearing in a document (i.e top-K nouns in
unhelpful documents that appear).
4Available at http://cudbg.github.io/Dialectic
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Category # Description
Informativeness 8 mined jargon word and named entity stats [64], length measures (word, sentence, etc. count)
Topic 5 LDA topic distribution and top topics [8], entropy across topic distribution
Subjectivity 15 opinion sentence distribution stats [64], valence, polarity, and subjectivity scores and distributionacross sentences [32,34,56], % upper case characters, first person usage, adjectives
Readability and Grammar 15 spelling errors [45], ARI, Gunning index, Coleman-Liau index, Flesch Reading tests, SMOG,punctuation, parts of speech distribution, lexical diversity measures, LIWC grammar features
Similarity 4 various TF-IDF and top parts of speech comparisons with sample of low and high utility documents
Table 1: Summary of feature library for text quality.
4.2 Document-level Prediction
We now describe the prediction model we use for document-
level prediction. Once a library of features are given, the
document-level prediction turns to be a typical classification
problem. We choose a random forest classifier, which has
been shown effective in existing work [32], and select features
using the recursive feature elimination algorithm [38].
Our model performs competitively with prior work [32].
The prior work predicts the quality of Amazon DVD, AV
player and Camera reviews with 83% accuracy; Precog’s de-
fault model on the same setup predicts at 85% accuracy—the
slight improvement is due to the additional features in the
topic and similarity categories from other literature (Table 1).
Precog also achieves 79% accuracy at predicting if an Airbnb
profile is above or below median trustworthiness, using trust-
worthiness data from [94]. We validated generalizability of
the model to domains not covered in prior work by evaluating
it on reddit comments from the AskScience subreddit5 and
predicted comment helpfulness on an evenly balanced sample
with 80% accuracy6.
4.3 Segment-level Prediction
There are two challenges in training a segment-level pre-
diction model. The first one is how to split a document
into segments. Although there are numerous segmentation
algorithms, we describe the rationale for the choice of using
a topic-based segmentation algorithm. The second challenge
is to determine how the available document-level labels can
be used for training segment-level quality.
Segmentation: Contributor rubrics across many social me-
dia services are structured around topics [2, 92, 96], and
psychology research suggests that mentally processing the
topical hierarchy of text is fundamental to the reading pro-
cess [41]. Thus, Precog segments documents at topic-level
units. To this end, we use a technique called TopicTiling [77],
an extension to TextTiling [40]. It uses a sliding window to
compute the LDA [8] topic distribution within each window
and create a new segment when the distribution changes
beyond a threshold. TopicTiling outperformed other topic
segmenters [44,65] in terms of their WindowDiff score [74] as
compared to a hand-segmented test corpus of 40 documents.
Moreover, Precog also makes it easy for developers to
add custom segmentation algorithms. Given a small test
corpus of pre-segmented documents, Precog can benchmark
the algorithms and recommend the one with the highest
WindowDiff score.
Document Labels for Segments: Despite generating top-
ically coherent segments, we lack quality labels for training
the predictive model at the segment level. One solution is
5https://www.reddit.com/r/askscience/
6We define > 1 net up-votes as helpful and ≤ 1 as unhelpful.
to manually label the generated segments, but this will be
very costly and time-consuming. We observe that document
quality is sufficiently correlated with segment quality, and a
document’s label can be used to label its segments as training
data for a segment classifier. The key insight is that the
predictive model is robust to noisy labels. Although there
might be a number of segments mislabeled, the model can
tolerate their impact well and achieve good performance.
We tested this hypothesis by running an experiment, using
an existing corpus of Amazon reviews [61]. We compared
a segment binary classifier trained under this assumption
with human evaluation. Specifically, we ran a crowdsourced
study to label 500 Amazon segments (250 drawn from help-
ful reviews, and 250 from unhelpful reviews), with human
helpfulness labels (the median segment length of a review is
3). We trained workers on a separate sample of segments,
along with explanations of why each segment was helpful
or unhelpful. We then randomly assigned each worker 50
segments to label, and collected labels until each segment had
≥ 3 labels, and determined the final label of each segment
using the Get Another Label algorithm [81].
We then computed pairwise accuracies between the docu-
ment labels, classifier predictions, and crowd labels: 71.1%
(Classifier predicting Crowd Label), 72.5% (Classifier predict-
ing Document label), and 69.5% (Document label predicting
Crowd Label). The consistent results between all three com-
parisons suggest the efficacy of the segment-level classifier,
and our end-to-end experimental results suggest that the pre-
dictive model is effective at providing segment level feedback.
Nevertheless, more studies are needed to fully evaluate this
hypothesis across other text domains and document lengths.
We defer this to future work.
5. EXPLAIN
We describe how Precog automatically generates feedback
text for low-quality text. This problem is challenging be-
cause we must analyze potentially arbitrary text content. Our
approach is inspired by existing feedback systems—model
features act as signals to identify text characteristics that the
worker should change. We first introduce the Prescriptive
Explanation problem, which assigns responsibility to each
model feature proportional to the amount that it will con-
tribute to improving the predicted text quality. We then
use explanation functions to transform the most responsible
features into prescriptive feedback for the user.
5.1 Problem Background
Our problem is closely related to model explanation, which
generates explanations for a model’s (mis-)prediction. The
classic approach is to use simple, interpretable models [13,
53,88] or to learn an interpretable model using the training
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data near the test point [76]. However, it still leaves it up to
the user to infer specific improvements to make.
Feedback systems are typically based on outlier detec-
tion [50]. They pre-compute the “typical” values of each
feature in the high quality corpus, then identify the “atyp-
ical” outliers in the test data’s feature vector (e.g., a fea-
ture whose value is 1.5 standard deviations from the mean).
Features are individually mapped to pre-written feedback
text [7, 10, 49]. Unfortunately, this procedure is not effective
for non-continuous or low cardinality features such as one-hot
encoded features (e.g., each word is represented as a separate
binary feature) common in text analysis.
Further, their analyses are per-feature and don’t account
for multi-feature interactions. Consider a review consisting
of a long, angry diatribe about customer service. In isolation,
existing approaches may find that the length is large and
suggest reducing it, and that the emotion is high and suggest
reducing it. However, such systems would not recognize that
the review can be most improved by simultaneously reducing
the emotion in the text and including more product details
that ultimately increase the length.
Ultimately, existing feedback and explanation approaches
are descriptive of the prediction, rather than prescriptive of
the changes that must be made. Although the data clean-
ing literature has proposed ways to prescribe data cleaning
operations [14], they are not applicable for text attributes.
We directly address this problem by selecting multi-feature
explanation functions to prescribe improvements to the user’s
text.
5.2 Feature Explanation Functions
Section 2 introduced explanation functions that can take
as input features in a FEATURE table whose primary key
references the desired text attribute. We now formally de-
fine these feature-oriented explanation functions (FEFs) and
provide examples used in the experiments.
Let F be the set of n model features, and fi denote the
ith feature. An FEF e : R|F| → text maps the feature vector
for a subset of features F ⊆ F to feedback text. Intuitively,
the FEF should be executed if its list of features F can
take “highly responsibility” for improving the quality score.
Precog can automatically control the generated feedback by
reallocating responsibility.
In practice, an FEF takes as input a list of features, as
well as the text document and the full feature vector, and
returns feedback text. Recall the feedback in the custom
Precog interface in Figure 4, it identifies that the segment
is short on details and suggests new topics. The following
snippet sketches the Not Enough Detail function in our eval-
uation. If the features topics, featureCnt, and textLen
have high responsibility, then it will be called to recommend
new product features that the worker should mention in the
review; the recommendations are dynamically selected based
on the text’s topic distribution (topics) and the number of
product features detected (featureCnt < 10):
def notEnoughDetail(topics, featureCnt, textLen,
text="", feats=[]):
if featureCnt < 10 and textLen < threshold:
return "Try adding information about: " +
suggest_new_prod_feats(topics, text, feats)
...
We note that existing feedback systems [7,49,50] implicitly
follow this model, however they bind individual features to
static strings. In contrast, Precog supports feature combina-
tions and can dynamically generate feedback based on the
Figure 6: Assigning responsibility to perturbations. The
paths go from the document’s current low quality classifi-
cation to a high quality classification. The green path (p1)
must at least reduce emotion by −20; the blue path (p2) must
at least increase length by 10 and at least reduce emotion
by −15.
input text. Although developers can easily implement their
own FEFs, Precog is pre-populated with 5 FEFs that work
across the two application domains used for evaluation.
5.3 Problem Statement
Intuition: Figure 6 depicts the main intuition behind
the problem and our approach. Consider a single tree in a
random forest, consisting of decisions on two features, len
and emotion. Precog uses the feature library to transform the
input text into a feature vector of (len=10, emotion=30),
and is thus classified as low quality.
When we consider a user’s edits, they are desirable if the
edits will improve the document’s quality—in other words, if
it will cause the document to be reclassified as high quality.
In this example, there are two ways to perturb the feature
vector: by reducing the emotion feature by at least 20, or
by increasing the length by at least 10 and reducing the
emotion by at least 15.
Thus, it is clear that the emotion should be assigned a
greater responsibility because there are more branches for
which changing its value will contribute to a better classi-
fication. In general, we must account for the amount that
a feature must be perturbed, and the number of other fea-
tures that must also be perturbed, in order to improve the
classification. A similar approach is applicable for regression
models as well, where increasing the continuous prediction
assigns the perturbation more responsibility.
Setup: Let d ∈ Rn be a data point (text document or seg-
ment) represented as a feature vector, where di corresponds
to the value of fi. For instance, F may be the text features
described above, and a data point corresponds to the ex-
tracted text feature vector. A model M : Rn → N classifies
a data point as M(d) ∈ N, and a utility function U : N→ R
maps a label to a utility value. For instance, in a binary
classification problem U may return 1 if the input is “high
quality” and 0 otherwise; in a regression model, U may be
the identity function.
A perturbation p ∈ Rn is a vector that modifies a data
point. pi 6= 0 if fi is perturbed, otherwise pi = 0. We
assume that the domains of the features have been normalized
between [0, 1].
Responsibility: Our goal is to identify feature subsets of
the test data point d that, if perturbed, will most improve
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d’s utility7. To do so, we first define the impact I(d, p) for an
individual perturbation p as the amount that it improves the
utility function discounted by the amount of the perturbation
∆(p) and the model’s prediction confidence C(d+ p) ∈ [0, 1].
I(d, p) =
U(M(d + p))− U(M(d))
∆(p)
× C(d + p)
C can be chosen based on the model—for a random forest,
we define C as the percentage of trees that vote for the
majority label. The discount function ∆ can be similarly
defined in multiple ways.
For instance, consider ∆(p) = |p|2, the L2 norm of the
perturbation vector. It will cause the impact function to
converge to 0 as the perturbations become larger. Consider
the perturbations p1, p2 in Figure 6. Assuming that C() = 1,
p1’s impact on the input document is I(d, p1) = 1−0
20
× 1 =
0.05, whereas p2’s impact is I(d, p2) = 1−0
102+152
× 1 = 0.055.
However, there can be an infinite number of perturbations
that all improve the utility—which should be selected? In
this work, we restrict the analysis to perturbations that have
the maximal influence. For this reason, we first define the
maximum influence perturbation set PF of a given subset of
features F ⊆ F as the set of perturbations that only perturbe
features in F and have the maximal influence. Further, the
set of maximum influence perturbations is the union of PF
for all feature sets:
PF(d) = arg max
p∈Rn
I(d, p) s.t. ∀fi /∈F (pi = 0)
P(d) =
⋃
F⊆F
PF(d)
Based on these definitions, the total responsibility of a given
feature fi ∈ F is based on the responsibility of each pertur-
bation that involves the feature. To this end, we define the
responsibility Sdfi of a feature fi for input point d as the sum
of all maximum influence perturbations that involve fi (e.g.,
the perturbation pi 6= 0):
Sdfi =
∑
p∈P(d),pi 6=0
I(d, p)
Putting this together, we can define the responsibility score
Sde of a feature explanation function (FEF) e as the average
of its bound features; where Fei ⊆ F is the set of features
bound to an FEF:
Sde =
∑
fi∈Fe S
d
fi
|Fe|
We are now ready to present the key technical problem
for text acquisition feedback:
Problem 1 (Prescriptive Explanation). Given the
feature vector of a data point d, prediction model M , a set
of FEFs E = {e1, · · · , em}, return the top k FEFs whose
responsibility is above a threshold t:
E∗ = topk
e∈E
Sde s.t. S
d
e > t
5.4 The TCruise Heuristic Solution
The space of solutions for Problem 1 relies on enumerating
all possible elements in the power set of the feature set F ,
which is exponential in size: 2|F|. This means that for n
features there are 2n possible sets of (maximal influence)
perturbations to naively explore.
7No feedback needed if data point already has high utility.
We instead present a heuristic solution called TCruise
whose complexity is linear in the number of paths in the
random forest model. The key insight is to take advantage
of the structure of the random forest model to constrain the
types of perturbations and feature subsets to consider. A
path is the sequence of decisions from the root of a tree to a
leaf node.
The main idea is to scan each tree in the random forest and
compute responsibility scores local to the tree. In addition,
rather than compute the impact for all possible perturbations,
we only consider the minimal perturbation with respect to
each path in the tree.
Let D = {d1, . . . , dm} be the training dataset and Y =
{y1, . . . , ym} be their labels. The random forest model M =
{T1, . . . , Tt} is composed of a set of trees. A tree Ti is
composed of a set of k decision paths q1i , . . . , qki ; each path q
j
i
matches a subset of the training dataset Dji ⊆ D and its vote
vji is the majority label in D
j
i . Thus, the output of Ti(d) is
the vote vji of the path that matches d (e.g., d ∈ Dji ), and the
output of the random forest M(d) = arg maxv |{1|vji = v}|
is the majority vote of its trees.
Letminp(d, qji ) return the minimum perturbation p (based
on its L2 norm) such that d matches path qji .
minp(d, qji ) = arg min
p∈Rn
|p|2 s.t. qji matches d + p
Rather than examining all possible perturbations, our heuris-
tic to compute Sdfi restricts the set of perturbations with
respect to the decision paths in the trees that increase d’s
utility. The impact function I() is identical, however it takes
a path qji as input and internally computes the minimum
perturbation minp(d, qji ). This can be directly computed by
examining the decision points along the path. The confidence
C(d) is the fraction of samples in Dji whose labels yk match
the path’s prediction vji .
I(d, qji ) =
U(vji )− U(M(d))
∆(minp(d, qji ))
× C(d + minp(d, qji ))
C(d) =
|{dk ∈ Dji |yk = vji }|
|Dji |
If two paths within a tree perturb the same set of features,
we only consider the path with the maximal impact score. In
addition, we do not compare paths across trees. We define
Qi as the set of maximal impact paths of a tree Ti, with at
most one path for a given subset of features. Fp is the subset
of features that p perturbs:
Qi(d) = {q ∈ Ti|∀q′∈TiI(d, q) ≥ I(d, q′) ∧ Fminp(d,q) = Fminp(d,q′)}
Fp = {fi ∈ F|pi 6= 0}
Finally, Sdfi computes the responsibility for fi as the sum of
all maximal influence paths in all decision trees that improve
the predicted utility U().
Sdfi =
∑
Ti∈M
∑
q
j
i∈Qi(d)
I(d, qji ) if U(v
j
i ) > U(M(d))
Our implementation indexes all paths in the random forest
by their utility. Given d and predicted utility U(M(d)), we
retrieve and scan the paths with higher utility. For each
scanned path q, we compute the change in the utility func-
tion, discount its value by the minimum perturbation p as
well as the path’s confidence. We then select the maximal
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impact paths for each tree; for each path, we add the re-
sponsibility score of all features perturbed in its minimum
perturbation p. The final scores are used to select from the
library of explanation functions.
Normalization: We find that features closer to the root
will happen to occur in more feature sets and have artificially
higher scores, thus we need to adjust feature impact scores
to reduce bias. To do so, we draw a sample of text from the
corpus that has been labeled as low quality. For each feature
fi, we compute the responsibility for each low quality text,
and aggregate their values to compute the sample mean µfi
and standard deviation σfi . We then normalize a feature’s
responsibility Sdfi by computing Snorm
d
fi
=
Sdfi
−µfi
σfi
.
Picking FEFs: Once the feature scores have been com-
puted, identifying the top-k FEFs is straightforward, and we
compute each FEF’s average impact score using a series of
fast matrix operations. Let ~s ∈ Rn where ~si = Snormdi , and
matrix A ∈ Rm×n represent the features bound to each of
the m FEFs, where Aji = 1 if feature fi is bound to FEF ej ,
otherwise 0. Also, let ~e ∈ Rm = A~s. ~ej∑n
i=1 Aji
is the average
impact score of all features mapped to the jth FEF. We then
sort the FEFs by their average scores and take the top k
with a score above the threshold t.
6. NEW APPLICATION DOMAINS
How much work does it take to add rich feedback support
for text in a new domain? We describe our process to
extend Precog to two domains with different quality measures:
product reviews that care about helpfulness to a shopper [3],
and then host profiles that are judged by trustworthiness to
renters [57]. We start with the feature library of 47 features
and no explanation functions.
The general approach is to survey quality assessment re-
search in a domain to borrow useful features and explanations.
We did not require new features for product reviews; we sim-
ply label reviews with ≥ 60% helpful votes as high quality
and low otherwise. The resulting model (85% accuracy,
balanced test set) was competitive with existing work [31].
For explanation functions, prior work showed that 75%
of reasons for unhelpful reviews were covered by (in prior-
ity order) overly emotional/biased opinions, lack of infor-
mation/not enough detail, irrelevant comments, and poor
writing style [18]. These naturally map to 4 of our feature
categories, so we wrote explanation functions for each and
bound them to the features in the corresponding category.
For instance, the following defines the function for Off-Topic
text:
def offTopic(topics, text="", feats=[]):
if len(topics) < 5:
sortedTopics = sorted(topics, key=topic.prob)
return "Try discussing some of these topics: " +
topK(sortedTopics, 5)
We used a similar process for host profiles and found that
research emphasizes trustworthiness as the key quality met-
ric [57,94]. Their work identified a subset of the Linguistic
Inquiry and Word Count (LIWC) features [73] and other
features as useful for measuring trustworthiness. The pri-
mary groups of features related to absence of detail and low
topic diversity. Reading through their table of features, we
also found that writing style and friendliness features were
common.
We added LIWC API calls to Precog; the model tested
on a balanced set of 300 AirBnB host profiles was competi-
tive (79% accuracy) at predicting if a profile was ≥ median
trustworthiness. All trustworthiness factors except friendli-
ness directly corresponded to existing explanation functions.
Thus, we wrote a friendliness explanation function that sug-
gested writing more friendly and inclusive prose, and bound
it to the relevant LIWC features (social, inclusive, etc).
Thus, three of the FEFs, Informativeness, Topic, and Read-
ability/Grammar, overlapped between the two domains. The
fourth FEF for product reviews was mapped to Subjectivity
features in (Table 1) and the fourth host profiles FEF was
mapped to Friendliness LIWC features shown in [94], with
each returning text suggesting that the user improves the
respective facet of their submission (i.e., “Please make your
writing more balanced and neutral”). Other explanation func-
tions (Topic, Informativeness) suggested specific content for
the user to write about, mined from high-quality documents
from each corpus (i.e., topics, jargon).
Overall, each explanation function was 3-20 lines of python
code. We are optimistic about the Segment-Predict-Explain
pattern, because adopting to new domains is simply a matter
synthesizing existing research by adding features and creating
simple explanation functions.
7. EXPERIMENTS
We now evaluate how Precog improves high-quality data
acquisition using live Mechanical Turk deployments. First,
we validate the value of pre-hoc quality control by running
a crowdsourced data acquisition experiment with different
Precog optimizations for foreign key and domain constraints.
Second, we evaluate Precog’s Segment-Predict-Explain pat-
tern for text acquisition in two domains—acquiring customer
reviews for Amazon products [61] and acquiring profile de-
scriptions for AirBnB host profiles [94]. Precog is able to
adopt to the domains’ different quality measures (helpful-
ness vs trustworthiness) with small configuration changes.
Finally, we perform a detailed analysis of how segmentation
and TCruise each contribute to improving the quality of the
acquired text.
7.1 Precog for Hard Constraints
Although it is intuitively obvious that form feedback and
custom interfaces should improve quality, we quantify the
amount using the example from Section 2. We evaluate
Precog for product_id (foreign key constraint) and rating
(domain constraint) from the reviews table. Figure 7 depicts
the three interfaces that are created—naive with no Precog,
customized feedback, and customized interface optimizations.
Figure 7: Worker interfaces to evaluate no optimization, custom
feedback Precog, and custom interface Precog for hard constraints.
We created a simple Mechanical Turk task that asked
workers to submit the product model of their cell phone
along with a 1 to 5 rating for the phone’s quality; each
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worker was paid $0.05 to complete the task. Each worker
was randomly assigned to one of three conditions, one for
each of the interfaces shown in Figure 7. The experiment was
run until 100 workers had participated in each condition. For
the foreign key constraint, we populated a products table
with all cell phone product models from the Amazon product
corpus and a comprehensive list of phone models [93]. We
relaxed the foreign key constraint by ignoring case sensitivity
of the product names.
Figure 8: # records satisfying both constraints vs budget. Feed-
back and interface customization acquire 1.7× and 1.9× more
valid records than no Precog optimization.
Figure 8 plots the number of high quality tuples that were
collected as a function of the number of completed tasks; we
define a tuple as high quality if no constraints were violated.
Feedback and interface customization acquire 1.7× and 1.9×
more high quality tuples than no Precog optimization.
7.2 Precog for Text Acquisition
Setup and Datasets: Precog is setup as described in Sec-
tion 6: we train Precog using the laptop category of the
Amazon product reviews corpus [61], and the AirBnb profile
corpus [94] for their corresponding experiments. We then
synthesized existing research to write 4 explanation functions
for each domain, with 3 overlapping between the two.
Procedures: Participants writing product reviews were
asked to write a review of their most recently owned laptop
computer “as if they are trying to help someone else decide to
buy that laptop or not and are writing on a review website
like the Amazon store”. We used a qualification task to
ensure participants had ever owned a laptop. Participants
writing Airbnb profiles were asked to “pretend that [they]
are interesting in being a host on Airbnb” and to “write an
Airbnb profile for [themselves]”. Participants were told that
upon submitting their writing, they may receive feedback
and could optionally revise.
Upon pressing the I’m Done Writing button, the interface
displayed our document-level feedback under the text field;
for users in the segmentation condition, low quality segments
were highlighted red and the related feedback displayed when
users hovered over the segment. We then gave participants
the opportunity to revise their submission; to avoid bias, we
noted that they were not obligated to. At this point, users
could click the Recompute Text Feedback button (median 1
click/participant), or press Submit to submit and finish the
task. We used a post-study survey to collect demographic
information as well as their subjective experience.
The interface was the same for all conditions—only the
feedback content changed. The final submission was consid-
ered the post-feedback submission, and the initial submission
upon pressing the I’m Done Writing was the pre-feedback
submission. The experiment was IRB approved.
Experimental Conditions: The purpose of experiments
is to both show the Cost Saving benefits of Precog as well
as to evaluate the effectiveness of it’s two main features
(segment-level feedback and TCruise explanation generation).
We thus assign each participant to one of four conditions.
A detailed explanation of the four conditions is shown in
Section 7.2.2. We first present the results of the fully featured
Precog condition (Section 7.2.1) and then demonstrate the
contribution of each Precog component (in Section 7.2.2).
Product-Review Participants: For the laptop review
experiment, we recruited 85 workers on Amazon’s Mechan-
ical Turk (61.2% male, 38.8% female, ages 20-65 µage=32,
σage=8.5). 81 completed the task. Participants were ran-
domly assigned to one condition group; all conditions had 21
subjects except the Precog condition which had 22. No par-
ticipant had used Precog before. 71.3% had written a prior
product review; all had read a product review in the past.
All participants were US Residents with > 90% HIT accept
rates. The average task completion time was 14 minutes,
and payment was $2.5 (∼ $10/hr).
Host-Profile Participants: For the profile description ex-
periment, we recruited 92 workers on Amazon’s Mechani-
cal Turk (58.7% male, 41.3% female, ages 20-62 µage=33,
σage=8.2); all completed the task. Participants were ran-
domly assigned to one condition group; with (21,26,22,23)
participants in conditions (1,2,3,4), respectively. No partici-
pant had used Precog before. 62% had used AirBnb before.
All participants were US Residents with > 90% HIT accept
rates. The average task completion time was 11 minutes,
and payment was $2.5 (∼ $13.6/hr).
Protocol and Rubric for Assessing Quality: Three
independent evaluators (non-authors) coded the pre and
post-feedback documents using a rubric based on prior work
on review quality [18, 55, 67] and Airbnb profile quality [57].
Each rubric rated documents on a 1-7 Likert scale using
three specific aspects identified by prior work—Informativity,
Subjectivity, Readability—for reviews—Ability, Benevolence,
Integrity–for profile trustworthiness, as well as a holistic
overall score. The change in these measures between pre and
post-feedback suggests the utility of the feedback.
The review rubric asks coders to scores reviews on help-
fulness to laptop shoppers, and the host profile rubric asks
coders to score profiles based on trustworthiness to potential
tenants. Each defines the three main measures, and provides
examples that contribute positively and negatively to each
criteria.
For product reviews, Informativity is the extent that the re-
view provides detailed information about the product, where
7 means that the review elaborates on all or almost all of
the specifications of a product while 1 means that it states
an opinion but fails to provide factual details (e.g., laptop
specifications). Subjectivity is the extent that the review is
fair and balanced but with enough helpful opinions for the
buyer to make an informed decision: 1 means the review is
an angry rant or lacks any opinions while 7 means it is a
fair and balanced opinion. Readability is the extent that the
review facilitates or obfuscates the writer’s meaning. For
instance, a review that consists of many ambiguous phrases
like “I have never done anything crazy with it and it still
works.” is assigned 1 as it might require multiple readings
to understand. Overall Quality is the holistic helpfulness of
the review for prospective buyers.
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Ma et. al describe the meaning of the three Airbnb criteria
in [57]: Ability “refers to the host’s domain specific skills
or competence.” Benevolence “refers to the host’s domain
specific skills or competence.” Ability “refers to the host’s
domain specific skills or competence.” Each measure is rated
on a scale from 1 (Strongly Disagree) to 7 (Strongly Agree)
based on coder agreement with a set of statements mapped
to each criterion (i.e., “This person will stick to his/her word,
and be there when I arrive instead of standing me up” for
integrity). The full set of coder statements is described at
length in [57]. Overall Quality is the holistic trustworthiness
of the host for prospective tenants.
Finally, we asked coders to subjectively rate their agree-
ment from 1-7 to the statement “The post-feedback revisions
improved on the pre-feedback document.”, or 0 if the docu-
ment did not change. Each measure is the average of the
ratings from two coders—if they differed by ≥ 3, a third
expert coder was used as the tie breaker and decided the
final value. The third coder was trained by being shown
the Amazon or Airbnb corpus, examples across the quality
spectrum, and the other two coders. The coders labeled
documents in random order and did not have access to any
other information about the documents.
7.2.1 Cost Savings
Figure 9: # of documents where quality ≥ thresh, for varying
thresholds; product reviews (top), host profiles (bottom). Precog
is more effective than no Precog when the desired quality is high.
Figure 9 compares Precog against the baseline of not us-
ing Precog (naive review collection). We plot CDF curves
for the number of high quality documents as the task bud-
get increases. Each facet defines high quality at a different
threshold; product reviews and host profiles are shown as
the top and bottom rows, respectively. When the threshold
is low, it is easy to acquire low-quality text and both ap-
proaches are the same. However, Precog is more effective
when the threshold increases. For the reviews and profiles
experiments, Precog acquires ≥ 2× and ≥ 2.6× more high
quality documents than the baseline for thresholds of 5.5
and 6, respectively. Note that the baseline does not acquire
any high quality reviews when thresh ≥ 6. Precog only
marginally increases latency of each worker. The average
host profile took 6.8 minutes to complete without Precog,
and 11.1 minutes with the additional feedback from Precog.
Similarly, Airbnb profiles took an average of 10.2 minutes
to complete without Precog and 15.3 minutes to complete
with Precog. Such latency difference is relatively small if
we compare the end-to-end time of two systems since the
majority of the time was spent on worker recruitment.
7.2.2 Segment, Explain, or Both?
Are both Segment and Explain necessary in the Segment-
Predict-Explain pattern? To understand the contributing
factors towards the quality improvements, we compared
four feedback systems that varied along two dimensions:
granularity varies the feedback to be at the document level
(Doc), or at the document and segment level (Seg); explana-
tion selection compares the single-feature outlier technique
from [50] (Krause) with TCruise. This results in a 2x2
between-subjects design. Precog denotes the segment-level
TCruise-based system.
Krause [50] was shown to outperform static explanations
of important components of a helpful review (similar to a
rubric) for students performing peer code-reviews and uses
an outlier based approach described in Section 5.1. To
ensure fair comparison, we supplemented their features with
domain-specific features for Informativeness (# of product
features/jargon), Readability (Coleman-Liau index), and
Friendliness (LIWC features related to friendliness) so that
their features are comparable to those used in our feature
library.
To summarize, each participant was randomly assigned to
one of four conditions: Doc+Krause, Seg+Krause, Doc+TCruise
and Precog (Seg+TCruise ).
Figure 10: Improvement on Likert scores for both domains (re-
views and profiles) and four quality criteria per domain. Note
that the quality criteria differ across domains.
Figure 10 plots the mean change and 95% boostrap confi-
dence interval for the four rubric scores. Figure 11 shows a
similar chart for the coder’s subjective opinion of the improve-
ment. These plots show the effect size across all measures,
and that the largest improvements were due to the combina-
tion of segmentation and TCruise-based explanation.
Figure 11: Subjective agreement to: “The post-feedback revisions
improved on the pre-feedback review.” for product reviews, and
“The post-feedback revisions are more trustworthy than the pre-
feedback profile.” for host profiles.
We conduct statistical tests to further investigate the re-
sults. For both Product Review and Host Profiles, we per-
formed Two-Way ANOVAs with both the Overall Quality Im-
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provement and Subjective Coder Improvement Scores as the
dependent variables, and TCruise and segmentation as the
independent variables. We then performed pairwise Tukey
HSD post-hoc tests between each of the four conditions.
We found that combining segmentation and TCruise-based
explanation outperformed all other conditions by a statis-
tically significant margin for Product Reviews, and outper-
formed all but the next-best Doc+TCruise condition for
Host Profiles. Furthermore, controlling for the other vari-
able, TCruise showed a statistically significant difference in
improvement, while segmentation did not.
However, the combination of segmentation and TCruise
consistently produced larger effect sizes than all other con-
ditions across both Host Profiles and Product Reviews: for
Product Reviews Precog, which combines segmentation and
TCruise, improved the overall measure (bottom left facet)
by nearly 3.9× over the baseline (0.55 vs. 0.14 increase), and
a 2.4× improvement over the next-best Doc+TCruise condi-
tion. For Host Profiles Precog improved the overall measure
by nearly 7.1× over the baseline (0.65 vs. 0.07 increase),
and a 1.7× improvement over the next-best Doc+TCruise
condition.
In summary, we find that TCruise is essential to improving
document quality; combining TCruise with Segmentation
empirically produces the best results across the board.
8. RELATEDWORK
Sections 4 and 5 surveyed work related to text quality
prediction and writing feedback. We now describe related
work in terms of data acquisition interface optimizations,
quality control in crowdsourcing and other post-hoc quality
mechanisms specific for text acquisition.
Survey Design and Optimization: The survey design
literature has studied ways to re-ordering, and designing
survey forms in order to reduce data entry errors. These
include guidelines and constraints on form elements [36,69],
as well as interface techniques such as double entry [20] com-
monly used for picking passwords. These can be integrated
as feedback and interface customizations in Precog.
A closely related work from the database community is
Usher [15], which have similar goals to improve data collec-
tion quality. Usher analyzes an existing corpus of collected
data to dynamically learn soft constraints on data values, and
focuses on input placement, re-asking, and some interface
enhancements. These ideas can be viewed as instances of
Precog. To contrast, we focus on using explicit constraints
and ambiguous quality measures (for text) and provide ex-
plicit DDL statements to push them to the input interface.
Additionally, our Segment-Predict-Explain pattern addresses
on free-form text entry that complements their focus on
simple data types.
Quality Control in Crowdsourcing: Quality control is
an important research topic in crowdsourced data manage-
ment [16, 30, 54]. It has been extensively studied in recent
years [9,12,24,29,39,80,98]. There are some works that apply
pre-hoc quality control to improving crowd quality [72,87,91].
Further, review hierarchies were proposed for hierarchical
crowdsourced quality control using expert crowds [39]. How-
ever this work either focuses on a particular application [91],
or not intended to support custom interfaces [72]. More-
over, none focus on multi-paragraph text attributes such
as product reviews or forum comments. To the best of our
knowledge, Precog is the first system that systematically
supports Precog for a wide range of data types and quality
specifications (constraints and quality scores).
Post-hoc Approaches for Text Acquisition: A dom-
inant approach is to filter poor content [84] such as spam;
sort and surface higher quality content [1, 37, 86] such as
product reviews [67], answers to user comments [90,95], or
forum comments [82]; or edit user reviews for clarification
or grammatical purposes [6, 42,48]. These approaches incur
additional quality control costs and are complementary to
Precog. They also assume a large corpus that contains high
quality content for every topic (e.g., product or question). In
reality, there is often a long tail of topics without sufficient
content for such approaches to be effective [61, 79]. For such
cases, improving quality during user input process may be
more effective.
Indirect Quality Mechanisms: Indirect methods such
as community standards and guidelines [2, 5, 70] help clarify
quality standards, while up-votes and ratings provide social
incentives [11, 66]. Incentive mechanisms such as badges,
scores [21,33], status [97], or even money [42,46] have also
been used to keep good contributors. These methods focus
more on finding good contributors and lack content-specific
feedback (e.g., discuss camera quality for a phone).
9. CONCLUSION AND FUTUREWORK
This paper presented the design, implementation and eval-
uation of Precog, a pre-hoc quality control system. The
basic idea is to push data-quality constraints down to the
data collection interface and improve data quality before
acquisition. While the idea is easy to achieve for simple
data types and constraints, it faces significant challenges for
text documents. We address these challenges by proposing
a novel segment-predict-explain pattern for detecting low-
quality text and generating prescriptive explanations to help
the user improve their text. Specifically, we develop effective
approaches to measure text quality at both document and
segment levels, present an efficient technique to solve the
prescriptive explanation problem, and discuss how to extend
Precog to new domains. Through extensive MTurk experi-
ments, we find that Precog collects ≥ 2× more high-quality
documents and improves text quality by 14.3% compared to
not using pre-hoc techniques.
Though Precog demonstrates the feasibility of such auto-
mated interfaces, it also reveals several areas of improvement.
Due to a small number of explanation functions, study par-
ticipants found that repeatedly using the system began to
provide redundant feedback; simplifying the development of
more explanation functions may help the system produce
more nuanced feedback. We also used document-quality la-
bels to train the segment classifier. We showed this to be
sufficient by testing on crowd-sourced labels; however more
sophisticated techniques to classify segments could improve
feedback.
In the long term, we envision Precog as an example of
automatically applying pre-hoc quality control (e.g., writing
feedback) based on downstream application needs (e.g., qual-
ity reviews). In future work, we hope to explore a broader
range of applications (e.g., different social media domains or
user contexts), and study how to optimize data-collection
interfaces to meet more complex application needs.
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